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Welcome
• Thank you for joining us today! 

• Today’s discussion is the first of an occasional look at Culture and Spirituality 

• In March/April, we’ll be looking at the faith lives of comic book heroes 
(Near the release of Batman vs. Superman) 

• This afternoon is a beginning, not a conclusion to an ongoing discussion 
about faith and culture.  

• We really only have time to introduce concepts, so I hope there are lots of 
follow-up questions and conversations



Why are we here?
• A couple of reasons: 

• First, you are probably a fan of 
Star Wars. 

• Second, you probably recognized 
that there is a spiritual dimension 
to the Star Wars Universe. 

• Lastly, you may have found 
yourself asking this question:



Our Question for today

• Like Confused Keanu, we are asking “Was Jesus a Jedi?” 

• Turns out, there’s a number of good reasons we should be asking 
this question:



Jesus and the Jedi

• They look the same 



Jesus and the Jedi

• They dress similarly  



Jesus and the Jedi

• They both hang out in 
temples  



Jesus and the Jedi

• They both come from 
a tradition that utilizes 
prophecy





Jedi Prophecy

• Speaking of “this boy,” some 
of the details of Anakin 
Skywalker’s life do seem 
pretty recognizable to those 
of us familiar with the story of 
Jesus Christ.  



Anakin and Jesus

• Both are reportedly born to virgin mothers 

• Both are the subject of debate when it comes to their presence 
fulfilling prophecy 

• Both are described as being incredibly powerful 

• Contact with both turns people into believers (Disciples, Han Solo)







“Belief” in the Star Wars Universe

• Han’s story and words are incredibly appropriate for our discussion 
today.  

• He talks about the Force as a kind of religion, and by Episode VII, 
he has come to believe in the Force. 

• And when we begin to use the word “believe” or “belief” we 
begin to talk about faith. 



Faith and Spirituality in Star Wars

• It is important to remember that George Lucas specifically 
intended the Star Wars saga to have a spiritual undercurrent.  

• In a wonderful 1999 interview with Bill Moyers, George Lucas said 
the following:



Spirituality in Star Wars
• “I see Star Wars as taking all the issues that religion represents and trying to distill 

them down into a more modern and easily accessible construct--that there is a 
greater mystery out there.  

• “Religion is basically a container for faith. And faith in our culture, our world and on a 
larger issue, the mystical level--which is God, what one might describe as a 
supernatural, or the things that we can't explain--is a very important part of what 
allows us to remain stable, remain balanced. 

• “I put the Force into the movie in order to try to awaken a certain kind of spirituality 
in young people--more a belief in God than a belief in any particular religious 
system. I wanted to make it so that young people would begin to ask questions 
about the mystery.”



Mystery and Spirituality

• I interpret this mystery as a question.  

• The question that binds so many of our faith journeys is: How am I 
connected to the world around me?Where do I belong? How do I 
get there? 

• That question is summed beautifully in 30 seconds of cinema:





Spirituality in Star Wars

• Luke is staring off into that binary sunset asking the big, faith-
filled question of “Where do I belong in the universe?” 

• So, it’s clear that Star Wars has an intentional dimension of faith.  

• As a result, our question changes—we’re moving from “Is Jesus a 
Jedi?” to “Is the Force like Christianity?”



Defining Faith
• How do we define faith? That’s a big question that we could spend 

years, not minutes debating.  

• The Bible defines faith as “the substance of things hoped for, the 
evidence of things not seen.” (Hebrews 11:1) 

• Put another way, faith believes in something which is not completely 
rationale, something which has no basis in verifiable phenomenon.  

• It’s almost like turning off a completely accurate targeting computer 
in favor of your instincts…





Christianity and the Force

• There are a number of other ways in which Christianity and the 
Force have a lot in common.  

• Both value life and see preserving life as a moral good. 

• Both conceptualize the idea of the “soul” that exists beyond the 
life of the body. 





Christianity and the Force

• Yoda’s eulogy sounds Christian.  

• Use of biblical imagery as the body being a “vessel” (II Timothy 
2:19-21) 

• Christian understanding of the saints is here mirrored perfectly as 
the fallen Jedi literally become light. 



Christianity and the Force

• The Jedi also employ a 
familiar liturgical device:



Christianity and the Force

• Of course, there are also many ways in which the Force 
represents a significant departure from Christian teachings 

• Let’s listen to Yoda describe the Force





Differences between Christianity and 
the Force

• There are significant differences in how the Force manifests itself and how 
Christians understand God. 

• The Force is created by all life forms. Christians believe that God created 
the entire universe.  

• The Force is impersonal. The Bible describes God personally (God walking 
in the Garden of Eden) 

• The Force isn’t a replacement for the Holy Spirit, either. As part of the Trinity, 
the Holy Spirit has a body and personality just as the other two members. 



Differences between Christianity and 
the Force

• The Force also is dualist: it believes in good/evil lightness/
darkness in balance in their opposition to one another 

• Christianity rejects dualism explicitly. There is a God, who is good. 
At the end of time, God will establish His Kingdom over any evil 
which may attempt to thwart it. 



Major Tenets of the Force
• There are several key values to understanding the Jedi and the 

Force: 

• Balance with the Force 

• Non-attachment 

• Dualism 

• Honor



Inspiring the Force

• Not surprisingly, we can map these tenets of the Force to 4 main 
sources: Taoism, Bhuddism, Zoroastrianism, and the Knights’ code 
of chivalry from medieval Europe



Taoism
• The goal of Taoism is to achieve balance and to exist in harmony 

with nature.  

• Instead of a God, Taoism believes that reality expresses an 
energy. There are two realities: yin and yang.  

• In Taoism, these two sides are not good/evil, but male and female 

• Creating a balance between these two forces creates energy, 
called “qi”



Bhuddism
• Buddhism was a major inspiration for the Jedi, in that both teach 

“non-attatchment” 

• Buddhism calls this letting go of bonds to people, places, and things 
“Zen” 

• Jedi are similarly instructed to avoid attachments.  

• What was Anakin afraid of? Loosing his mother.  

• What led him to the Dark Side? Fear of loosing Padme in childbirth. 



Zoroastrianism

• Zoroastrianism is a Persian religion. One of the world’s oldest, it 
began approx. 3500BC, until its decline with the advent of Islam.  

• Zoroastrianism believes the world is locked in an eternal battle 
between the forces of good “asha” and evil “druj.”  

• Asha represents truth and order; Druj: chaos, falsehood and 
disorder







Chivalry Code

• As knights, the Jedi also were heavily inspired by the Chivalry 
Code of mediaeval Europe. 

• Both governed by strict rules of combat (for Jedi: lightsabers are 
used for defense only, never for attack), loyalty, bravery, and 
refinement (elegant lightsabers represent a more civilized age 
than the crude and somewhat barbaric blaster). 



The Force and Christianity

• So, it is clear that much of the spiritual inspiration for the Force is 
from non-Christian sources.  

• However, despite their variance in origin and purpose, there is a 
striking similarity in how the Force and Christianity express their 
action:



The Force and Christianity
• John C. McDowell describes the moral teachings of the Force this way: 

• Obedience to ‘the will of the Force’ is not blind acquiescence to a 
powerful but morally ambiguous god, and certainly is not a giving 
absolute significance to one’s own desires. On the contrary, it is the 
journey into becoming self-dispossessingly responsible for the 
wellbeing of the galaxy, or, more personally, one’s galactic neighbour. 
This means that the virtues of co-responsibility, compassion and so on 
are ultimately the truth of life. The Force has to do with dependence 
and creative self-giving, not autonomy and possessiveness.



The Force and Christianity
• That truth is also found in the “immensely rich Christian image of the triune 

God, the one who as Father, Son and Spirit inexhaustibly and endlessly 
lives in self-disposing relationships of self-giving.” 

• It seems that the Jedi seek to balance the force by defending and 
sustaining life.  

• For the Christian, it is in the giving of ourselves that find ourselves returned 
to the image of the loving God who created us.  

• Certainly, that shared love of our neighbor can inspire us to be better 
Christians and Jedi…




